Host SM_Darlene says:
Prelude: Last time on ACTD Kootenai Station…

The crew of Kootenai Station has returned to the station via a kindly tow from the USS Hercules.  A month has past since their return and a new CEO has been assigned to the station.

CEO Masters from the USS Hercule crew has been reassigned as CEO of Kootenai Station.

Orders from Starfleet Command are to resume normal operating procedures while a through investigation is conducted on the Kezlarian situation.

Cast of Characters

Brian Wachendorf as CO Captain P’Dar Kerst
Gary Cole as CMO Lieutenant Commander Sovok
Kytra Seliquini as CTO Lieutenant Bao’tzhu Shengming Rr’Vellan
Steve Seliquini as OPS Lieutenant Rick Spicer
Juanita Wilson as CNS Lieutenant Alana Torez, Nelson family members
Eric VanSickle as CEO Ensign JG. Groth Masters, Station Engineers

Guest Appearance
SM-Darlene Wise as TO Bailey, Admiral Mitchell, Security officers
ASM Pablo Delsoglio as Admiral Sakamura, Ambassador M’Krek

Host SM_Darlene says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Begin Kootenai Mission>>>>>>>>>>>

Host CO_Kerst says:
::Stands in his ready room and stretches, enjoying the full use of his leg again::

CNS_Alana says:
::In her office, sitting at her desk writing a report::

Host TO_Bailey says:
::Shuffles into Operations and takes his station at tactical two::

CEO_Masters says:
::Starts unpacking in his new quarters::

CTO_Rr`Vellan says:
::Sips a cup of tea, her feet up on her desk, enjoying being back in her office::

Host TO_Bailey says:
::Scratches his furry head and is glad to have his uniform back again::

OPS_Spicer says:
::Notices the TO arrive in Operations and returns his attention to is console::

CEO_Masters says:
*TO*: Masters to Bailey.

Host TO_Bailey says:
::Grumbles:: *CEO*: Bailey, here, go ahead.

Host ASM_Marek says:
ACTION: The USS Malvinas carrying Admiral Sakamura and Ambassador M'Krek enters sensor range.

Host CO_Kerst says:
::Exits his Ready Room and approaches his big chair in Operations::

CEO_Masters says:
*TO*: Sir, I have something in my quarters that need to be moved, and I can't do it myself.  You're the strongest person I know of.  Could you come down and help me out, please?

CNS_Alana says:
::Remembers the oink jumpsuit she once had to wear, un-accessorized::

Host CO_Kerst says:
OPS: Status?

OPS_Spicer says:
CO: I have the USS Malvinas on sensors, Sir.

Host TO_Bailey says:
::Thinks: I'm a tactical officer, not a furniture mover:: *CEO*: Um...I'll have a couple of guys from engineering help you.  Bailey, out.

Host CO_Kerst says:
OPS: Ah…good, ETA to its arrival?

OPS_Spicer says:
CO: Five minutes, Sir.

Host TO_Bailey says:
OPS: Lieutenant, our new CEO needs some help in his quarters moving something.  Please have a couple of guys from engineering report there.  ::Checks the location of the Malvinas on his monitor::

CNS_Alana says:
::Begins, writing letters to families of crewmembers who died on the last voyage::

Host CO_Kerst says:
OPS: Have a couple of security guards meet at their docking bay for an honor guard. I'll meet them there. You have Operations Mister Spicer.

Host ASM_Marek says:
<USS Malvinas FCO> COM Kootenai Station: This is the USS Malvinas asking for docking clearance. We are proceeding to your Station as planned. ETA: 4.5 minutes.

CEO_Masters says:
Self: I thought grizzly bears were strong and friendly.

OPS_Spicer says:
::Grins:: TO: Will do. *CEO*: I will have a couple of engineers meet you at your quarters to help you out.

CEO_Masters says:
*OPS*: Thanks.

Host CO_Kerst says:
::Heads for the turbolift and enters::

Host TO_Bailey says:
::Scans the Malvinas but doesn't find anything out of the ordinary::

OPS_Spicer says:
CO: Yes, Sir. ::Gets a detail from security to meet at docking bay in honor guard uniform::

CEO_Masters says:
::Wonders why he didn't pack his bat'leths, d'k tangs, nun chucks, shirukens and katanas in boxes instead of this monstrosity::

CTO_Rr`Vellan says:
::Thinks for a moment and taps her COM badge:: *CO*: You needing any security officerrrs forrr this Ambassadorrrail visit? ::Twitches her tail::

CMO_Sovok says:
::Looks in the mirror in Sickbay and adjusts his uniform, glancing around to make sure everything was still where he wanted it::

Host ASM_Marek says:
<USS Malvinas FCO> ::Wonders why Kootenai Station didn't answer the hail::

Host CO_Kerst says:
*CTO*: Yes I do. I've asked Mister Spicer to arrange a small greeting party.

CTO_Rr`Vellan says:
*CO*: I see…

OPS_Spicer says:
*CTO*: Bao, I have an honor guard waiting at the docking ring.

CTO_Rr`Vellan says:
*OPS*: Underrrstood.

Host CO_Kerst says:
::The turbolift stops at the desired location and the doors open letting him off as he heads for the docking port::

CEO_Masters says:
::Hears a chime:: Door: Come in.

Host TO_Bailey says:
ACTION: Two burly guys from engineering show up at the new CEO's quarters.

OPS_Spicer says:
COM: USS Falvinas FCO: This is Kootenai Station. Welcome to our corner of space. You are authorized to dock in bay 1. We are expecting you shortly.

CMO_Sovok says:
::Walks outside his office and smiles, finally realizing he was back::

CTO_Rr`Vellan says:
::Thinks:: I hate wearrring that drrress uniforrrm anyways::

CEO_Masters says:
Engineering Officers: Ah, you guys must be my movers.  I have this weapons cabinet that I'd like to have moved over there… ::Points to an empty spot on the right:: …and I can't do it myself.

Host CO_Kerst says:
::Stops outside of Docking Bay One, wondering were the security escort is::

Host ASM_Marek says:
<USS Malvinas FCO> COM Kootenai Station: Understood, Kootenai Station. We are proceeding to Bay 1. USS Malvinas out.

CNS_Alana says:
::Begins speaking into computer:: Computer: Begin Letter to Family of Ensign Conner Riley...Dear Riley Family, I am so sorry that I had to send you news of your son's death, last month.  I as just checking on you all to find out if there is anything further Starfleet can do for your family.

OPS_Spicer says:
COM: USS Malvinas FCO: Acknowledged.

CEO_Masters says:
<Engineering Officer 1> CEO: ::In thick Austrian accent:: Ya, we can moooove it for yew.

CEO_Masters says:
Engineering Officers: And you guys are...?

CNS_Alana says:
::Sighs::

Host ASM_Marek says:
ACTION: The USS Malvinas docked in Bay 1. Admiral Sakamura and Ambassador M'Krek disembarked almost immediately after the docking maneuver finished.

CEO_Masters says:
<Engineering Officer 1> CEO: I'm SCPO Hans Froider.

Host Admiral_Mitchell says:
::Walks out of the turbolift and heads to Docking Bay One::

CEO_Masters says:
<Engineering Officer 2> CEO: And I'm PO1 Franz Schmidt.

CMO_Sovok says:
::Looks around the quiet Sickbay and walks over to the biobed with his bag on it, opening it and looking through it all... glad to have it back::

Host Admiral_Mitchell says:
::Sees the reception party standing at the airlock and moves into position next to the Captain.  Nods::

Host ASM_Marek says:
ACTION: A complete report on the subspace anomalies is sent to all science consoles.

Host CO_Kerst says:
::Steps Forward:: Admiral S/Admiral M'Krek:: Admiral Sakamura, Admiral M'Krek, I am Captain P'Dar Kerst. Welcome to Kootenai Station.

CEO_Masters says:
Engineering Officers: And I'll bet you're gonna pump ::Claps:: me up?

Host Admiral_Mitchell says:
::Steps in behind the Captain:: Admiral Sakamura, Admiral M'Krek, I am Admiral Mitchell.  I am told we will be working together on the investigation.

CEO_Masters says:
<Engineering Officers> ::Look at each other puzzled::

Host ASM_Marek says:
<Admiral Sakamura> ::Nods:: CO: Thank you for your reception.  This is Ambassador M'krek.  ::Gestures to the Ambassador::

CNS_Alana says:
Computer:.As you know Starfleet is ready to lend a hand with any of your needs as a result of your loss and ours, we sincerely hope you will allow us to help it any way we can.  Sincerely, Counselor Alana Torez, USS Kootenai Station.  ::Ends message and begins another::

Host ASM_Marek says:
<Ambassador M'Krek> ::Nods at the officers::

CEO_Masters says:
Engineering Officers: Nevermind, just get that cabinet over there.

Host CO_Kerst says:
::Returns Admiral M'Kerk’s nod::

Host Admiral_Mitchell says:
ACTION: The movers move into position and try to lift the cabinet, straining their backs.

Host ASM_Marek says:
<Admiral Sakamura> Admiral Mitchell/CO: I'm afraid we don't have much time. This is not a protocol visit, as you are all aware. ::Gestures with his hand:: Can we proceed now?

Host CO_Kerst says:
Admiral Sakamura/Admiral M'Kerek: We have arranged quarters for you in our VIP section. Would you like to go there now, or straight to the Admiral’s office?

CEO_Masters says:
<Hans> CEO: What eez in hir?

Host Admiral_Mitchell says:
Admiral Sakamura: Of course, Admiral.  This way, please.  ::Motions for them to follow her::

CEO_Masters says:
Hans: Klingon and Asian weapons.

CNS_Alana says:
<Computer>:CNS: Counseling session with Nelson Family is about to start!

Host ASM_Marek says:
<Admiral Sakamura> Admiral Mitchell: We would like to proceed directly to your office, Admiral. ::Glances at the Ambassador::

CEO_Masters says:
<Franz> ::Walks outside and grabs the anti-grav pod:: Hans: I knew ve should've used thees.

CNS_Alana says:
::Shutting down computer as Family begins entering the room::

Host Admiral_Mitchell says:
Admiral Sakamura: Certainly.  ::Turns and heads for the turbolift::

CMO_Sovok says:
::Finishes digging around in his bag and slowly picks up his PADD... the backing falling off... cradles the electronic unit in his hands and places them on the biobed, trying to place it back together:: Self: Why do I do this? It'd be so much easier to get a new one...

CEO_Masters says:
<Hans> CEO: Franz ez the brains of the operation.

CEO_Masters says:
Hans: Could've fooled me.

CEO_Masters says:
<Franz> ::Slips the anti-grav under the cabinet::

OPS_Spicer says:
::Acknowledges the securing of the USS Malvinas, ensuring her engines are powered off and all umbilicals are connected::

Host CO_Kerst says:
Admiral S/ Admiral M'Kerek/ Admiral Mitchell: Then if there is nothing further, I'll be in Operations.

CEO_Masters says:
<Hans and Franz> ::Guides the anti-grav unit to the designated spot::

Host ASM_Marek says:
<Admiral Sakamura/M'Krek> ::Follows Admiral Mitchell::

Host Admiral_Mitchell says:
::When the turbolift doors open the three Admiral enter:: CO: Thank you, Captain.  ::Nods:: Computer: Level 17.

CTO_Rr`Vellan says:
*TO Jandril*: Jandrrril, guess what? You get to baby-sit the Brrrig forrr the next hourrr, Underrrstood.

CTO_Rr`Vellan says:
<TO Jandril> CTO: Yes Ma'am. I'll be there in five minutes.

CEO_Masters says:
<Hans and Franz> ::Sets the cabinet on the deck::

CMO_Sovok says:
::Tries to snap it back together and notices the screen is cracked.. gives up and picks up the pieces, grabbing the Isolinear chip and dumping the rest in a surgical waste basket:: Self: Can't save them all..

OPS_Spicer says:
COM: USS Malvinas OPS: I have received your re-supply request and will send you a re-supply schedule as soon as I can.

Host CO_Kerst says:
::Allows the turbolift doors to close with the three Admirals inside before turning to the guards:: Tactical Officers: Thank you. Dismissed.

CNS_Alana says:
<Nelson Family>:  Welcome, please take seats wherever you can get comfortable.  This will be a closed session with out recordings, so feel free to speak your minds.

Host ASM_Marek says:
ACTION: Sensor reports that the subspace anomalies are increasing in undetermined and irregular basis. Ships reports confirm this.

Host CO_Kerst says:
::Waits for the next Turbolift to take him back to Operations::

Host Admiral_Mitchell says:
::Rides silently in the turbolift with the two Admirals.  Soon the turbolift slows and the doors open.  Walks out into the corridor then turns right and enters the Sector Commanders office::

CTO_Rr`Vellan says:
::Takes a sip of her tea and stands up as Jandril enters the room:: Jandril: I'll be back in a little while.

OPS_Spicer says:
<USS Malvinas OPS> COM: Kootenai Station OPS: Acknowledged.

CTO_Rr`Vellan says:
::Walks down the promenade carrying her tea cup::

CEO_Masters says:
Hans/Franz: Thanks guys.  Now, Let's get to work.  ::Exits quarters with Hans and Franz in tow::

Host CO_Kerst says:
::Enters the next turbolift and rides in quiet thought to Operations::

Host Admiral_Mitchell says:
::Walks swiftly past Lieutenant. Sherman and into her office, followed closely by the two Admirals.  Motions to the chairs around the conference table:: Admirals: Please, have a seat.  May I offer you refreshment?

CNS_Alana says:
::Sitting quietly listening, wagging her foot::

Host CO_Kerst says:
::Exits the turbolift and enters Operations::

CEO_Masters says:
::Heads to a turbolift:: Computer: Engineering level.

Host ASM_Marek says:
ACTION: A sensor antenna, the FGH/456 on the Station main Antenna Array goes out of line.

Host CO_Kerst says:
OPS: Station status Mister Spicer?

Host Admiral_Mitchell says:
ACTION: As the CTO walks the Promenade a fight breaks out between two drunken aliens.

Host ASM_Marek says:
<M'Krek> Admiral Mitchell: Vulcan tea for me, please, Admiral.

CTO_Rr`Vellan says:
::Notices the fight:: Self: Sheesh.

CEO_Masters says:
<Hans> CEO: Sir, if yew don't mind, Franz und I need to go to Sickbay.

CMO_Sovok says:
::Puts what he can back in his bag and heads for the office, looking around for a new PADD::

CNS_Alana says:
::Senses anger starting to brew within the Nelson Family::

CTO_Rr`Vellan says:
::Shouts:: Drunk aliens: Hey! Hey…hey!  Brrreak it up!!

Host Admiral_Mitchell says:
::Nods and orders the tea from the replicator.  Places the cup on the table::

OPS_Spicer says:
::Detects the sensor antenna mis-alignment:: CO: Sir, it appears that sensor FGH/456 is out of alignment. I am trying to re-align it now, Sir.

CEO_Masters says:
::Turbolift stops at engineering, I exit:: Hans/Franz: Sure, you guys get some chiropractic care.

CMO_Sovok says:
::Rifles around in his desk and in the drawers, looking for one::

Host Admiral_Mitchell says:
ACTION: One of the drunken aliens pulls out a long machete-type knife and stabs the other alien.

Host ASM_Marek says:
ACTION: Now the FGH/457 goes offline too. Alerts sounds on OPS’ console, as well as in Main Engineering.

CNS_Alana says:
<Nelson Family>: Why don't we take a break for lunch before things get too heated in our discussion?

CEO_Masters says:
::Hears the alert:: *CO*: Engineering to Operations.

Host CO_Kerst says:
::Notices the red lights starting to flash on the OPS console:: OPS: Is there a problem Mister Spicer?

OPS_Spicer says:
CO: The automated sensor alignment mechanism is not responding. I will notify -- wait a moment -- ::Checks his console:: Sir, the sensor is now offline. I will notify engineering immediately.

CTO_Rr`Vellan says:
::Pulls out her phaser and points it at the knife-wielding alien:: Alien: Alrrright, drrrop it. *CMO*: Sovok, I need yourrr help on the Prrrominade.

Host ASM_Marek says:
<Admiral Sakamura> ::Taps on a PADD and begins reading the reports from the Senior Staff::

CMO_Sovok says:
::Looks up from his mess:: *CTO*: On my way.. ::Stands up and grabs his bag with his tricorder and med kit in it and heads out the door, entering the turbolift:: Computer: Promenade.

Host CO_Kerst says:
OPS: Good.  Let’s see if this Masters fellow is worth what I had to go through to get him.

CNS_Alana says:
::Nelson Family stands up and start pushing each other around the room, over the table and chairs.  They start throwing strong blows at each other::

OPS_Spicer says:
*CEO*: Mister Masters, the FGH/456 sensor on our main array is offline. Attempts to remotely correct this problem have failed. I need you to send a crew to manually check and repair it.

Host Admiral_Mitchell says:
Admirals: Ah...good you have found the crew reports.  ::Sits down at the table::

OPS_Spicer says:
::Grins at the CO:: CO: We shall soon see, Sir.

CTO_Rr`Vellan says:
::Begins walking toward the alien: Alien: Come on, drrop it!  I don't want to have to stun you.

CEO_Masters says:
*OPS*: I'm on it.

Host CO_Kerst says:
OPS: Any word from the science departments on the reported spatial anomalies?

Host Admiral_Mitchell says:
ACTION: The alien drops the knife and surrenders to the CTO.

CMO_Sovok says:
::Taps his foot as the turbolift moves.. feels for the phaser he keeps near his ankle and smiles, glad he remembered to put it there::

CEO_Masters says:
Rosanna: Take a team to FGH/456.

CNS_Alana says:
*CTO*: I have a situation here in my office! I need security ASAP!  They are breaking up my furniture!

CMO_Sovok says:
::Steps out of the turbolift and hits his COM badge:: *CTO*: Where are you, Bao?

Host ASM_Marek says:
ACTION: Computer diagnostics a problem with one relay on the Main Antenna Array: it seems to be burnt and must be manually replaced.

OPS_Spicer says:
CO: Not yet, Sir, they are still evaluating the data. They are estimating a 4-hour study before they will commit to anything.

Host Admiral_Mitchell says:
ACTION: The knife-wielding alien suddenly passes out and falls flat on the floor.

CEO_Masters says:
<Rosanna> ::In heavy New York accent:: CEO: You got it, boss.

Host Admiral_Mitchell says:
::Sips her tea in silence as the Admirals read through the crew reports::

CMO_Sovok says:
::Strolls down the Promenade with his bag and looks for Bao::

CEO_Masters says:
Robinson: You take FGH/457.

Host CO_Kerst says:
OPS: Make sure they get priority to the secondary sensors arrays if this relay causes them problems. Starfleet wants an answer to this quickly.

Host ASM_Marek says:
<Admiral Sakamura> ::Frowns while reading the reports::

CEO_Masters says:
<Robinson> ::With ghetto speak:: CEO: I'm right on it.

CNS_Alana says:
::Watches as a chair goes sailing by her head and crashes into computer screen::

CMO_Sovok says:
::Spots Bao and jogs over to her:: CTO: Bao?

CTO_Rr`Vellan says:
::Sighs:: *CNS*: I'll be therrre in just a moment, Alana. *CMO*: Right herrre in frrront of ::Pauses to read the sign:: But'Krak's antiques. ::Mutters under her breath::

OPS_Spicer says:
CO: Already on it, Sir. The science department is using both lateral secondary sensors.

CEO_Masters says:
*OPS*: Engineering to Operations, repair teams dispatched.

CNS_Alana says:
*CTO* Acknowledged

Host CO_Kerst says:
OPS: Good work Mister Spicer.

Host CO_Kerst says:
::Moves away from, OPS and goes and sits in his big chair::

OPS_Spicer says:
*CEO*: Acknowledged. Let me know as soon as the sensor is repaired and can be brought back online.

Host ASM_Marek says:
ACTION: The engineering team arrives at the Main Antenna access hatch.

CTO_Rr`Vellan says:
::Points out the two aliens, one bleeding:: CMO: He stabbed him...then he passed out. They just love to catch me off guarrrd I think. I am sorrry but I must rrrun to help out the CNS. ::Slips him a new PADD with a rubberized outer casing:: I'll see you laterrr Sovok.

CEO_Masters says:
Conehead: Keep an eye on FGH/458 and up, make sure they don't go down too.

CMO_Sovok says:
::Looks down at the PADD and up at her... a stunned look crossing his face:: CTO: You too, Bao.. ::Wonders how she knew and slips it in his bag, heading towards the injured alien::

Host Admiral_Mitchell says:
ACTION: Lookie-loos begin crowding around the two fallen aliens on the Promenade.

CEO_Masters says:
<Conehead> ::Robotic:: CEO: Yes, Sir.

CNS_Alana says:
<Nelson Family>:: Yelling::  I have called security, and unless this fighting stops, I will have them put you all in the brig!

CTO_Rr`Vellan says:
::Jogs to the turbolift:: COM: CNS' office

CNS_Alana says:
::Ducks as flower vase, flowers water and all come directly at her::

Host Admiral_Mitchell says:
ACTION: Soon there is a big crowd surrounding the CMO and his two patients.

Host CO_Kerst says:
::Opens the small display at his side and begins scanning daily reports::

Host ASM_Marek says:
ACTION: A security pod pilot believes he has seen something strange. "No, that was nothing" he says to himself.

CMO_Sovok says:
All: Hey! Stand back! ::Takes out his tools and begins to work on the minor injuries::

CNS_Alana says:
*CTO*: Alana here, I am stepping outside the office.  They are going at it hard in there.

CTO_Rr`Vellan says:
::Tactical officers Jorah and Yand show up to help the CMO with crowd control::

CEO_Masters says:
::Keeps an eye on ship's systems::

Host Admiral_Mitchell says:
ACTION: The crowd moves back slightly but hovers over the CMO as he works on his patients.

CTO_Rr`Vellan says:
::Steps out of the turbolift:: *CNS*: I underrrstand perrfectly. I hope you werrren't doing shock therrrapy.

CNS_Alana says:
*CTO*: Perhaps I should have at least they would now be docile!

OPS_Spicer says:
::Assigns the secondary ventral and dorsal sensors to the tactical stations::

CMO_Sovok says:
::Taps his COM badge:: *OPS*: Hey, Rick, could you set up a site-to-site to Sickbay for the two injured patients.. and me?

CTO_Rr`Vellan says:
::Jogs down the hall to where the CNS is standing::

CEO_Masters says:
<Rosanna> *CEO*: Sir, Rosanna here, I've got this antenna thing all rewired.

Host Admiral_Mitchell says:
ACTION: The alien is bleeding blue colored blood all over the floor from the large stab wound.

OPS_Spicer says:
*CMO*: You got it, Doc.  ::Locks transporters and beams them to Sickbay::

CEO_Masters says:
*Rosanna*: Good job.  *Robinson*: How you doing, Robinson?

Host ASM_Marek says:
ACTION: A notorious increase on the chronotron particles on the subspace is detected around Kootenai Station, for almost ten seconds. Computer launches the alerts on Main OPS Consoles

CNS_Alana says:
CTO: Ah, there you are!  I would prefer not to tackle anyone at this point. Maybe you need more security guards?  There are 18 people in there you know!

CMO_Sovok says:
::Helps the injured up onto biobeds and finishes with the second one, sedating both of them for interrogation by security at a later hour::

Host Admiral_Mitchell says:
ACTION: Some of the by-standers slip on the blood and fall to the floor.  Soon the crowd begins to get unruly as the Tactical officers try to move them back.

CTO_Rr`Vellan says:
::Pulls out her phaser and sets it to heavy stun:: CNS: My kind of family therrrapy. Stun them all then stun them again.

OPS_Spicer says:
CO: Sir! We have chronoton particles in subspace. It was a 9.6 second burst.

Host CO_Kerst says:
::Curses something loudly in Romulan:: OPS: Raise the chronoton shielding. Isolate that source and bring us to yellow alert!

CTO_Rr`Vellan says:
CNS: Lucky I have plenty of room in the brrrig.

CEO_Masters says:
<Robinson> *CEO* Just give me a minute.  Things are going crazy around here.

OPS_Spicer says:
CO: Aye, Sir. ::Activates yellow alert and brings the chronoton shielding online::

CNS_Alana says:
CTO: A good cold Brig should turn down those hot heads. ::Laughing::

Host Admiral_Mitchell says:
ACTION: Blue colored blood spews from the gapping wound.  It gets all over the biobed and drips onto the floor.

Host ASM_Marek says:
ACTION: On his way to the hangar, the security pod pilot sees this strange phenomenon once again.

CTO_Rr`Vellan says:
::Takes a deep breath and opens the door:: Nelson Family: I suggest you sit down and behave, orrr I'll starrrt stunning people!!

Host TO_Bailey says:
::Taps the console bringing the station to yellow alert::  CO: Yellow alert, Sir!

CNS_Alana says:
<Nelson Family Member> ::Spits on the CTO::

CEO_Masters says:
::Sees a yellow alert indicator go off:: *CO*: Engineering to Operations, what's happening up there?

OPS_Spicer says:
::Notifies the science department that they will not have use of the secondary lateral sensors for a while as he tries to pinpoint the origin of the chronoton particles::

Host ASM_Marek says:
<Security Pod Pilot> COM: OPS: Sir, this PO Madison here.  I have visual contact with some...strange phenomenon.  I don't know how to describe it, Sir. It looks like a big transparent ameba against the horizon, Sir, and it's coming to the station!!!!

CMO_Sovok says:
::Begins cleaning Sickbay, realizing he forgot to clean the bar::

Host ASM_Marek says:
ACTION: Alerts sound in Main Operations.

Host CO_Kerst says:
ALL: Report!

Host TO_Bailey says:
::Eyes widen:: CO: A monster ameba! Should I go to red alerts, Sir?

CEO_Masters says:
<Robinson> *CEO*: OK, chief, I got that antenna fixed.

Host CO_Kerst says:
TO: A What?

OPS_Spicer says:
CO: It is some kind of space life form, Sir.

CTO_Rr`Vellan says:
::Growls and aims her phaser at the person who spit on her and begins systematically stunning everyone in the room::

Host CO_Kerst says:
TO: Shields up!

CNS_Alana says:
<Nelson Family Member #2>::Throws pieces of table out in hall::

OPS_Spicer says:
CO: I can't quite pin it down. *CMO*: Doctor, I am sending you sensor data and I need your opinion as quickly as possible.

Host TO_Bailey says:
CO: Aye, Sir!  ::Raises the station shields::

Host CO_Kerst says:
OPS: What do the sensors say?

Host ASM_Marek says:
ACTION: Sensors can't penetrate the "ameba"

CEO_Masters says:
*CO*: Engineering to Operations, you have full sensors.

CNS_Alana says:
::All Nelson family members fall to floor::

CTO_Rr`Vellan says:
::Waits a moment to see if anyone is moving, keeping her finger on the "fire" button::

OPS_Spicer says:
CO: I can't penetrate the outer "skin" of the anomaly. It may be biological life form. I have sent the sensor data to the Doctor for his analysis.

Host TO_Bailey says:
::Sees the sensor monitors light up on his console:: CO: Sir!  Phaser fire detected in the Counselor's office!

CTO_Rr`Vellan says:
CNS: Might I suggest individual therrrapy next time?

Host ASM_Marek says:
ACTION: The chronotron particles in subspace begin to increase again.

CNS_Alana says:
CTO: Now, let's do a site-to-site transfer to the brig, so I can get this place cleaned up, Okay?

CMO_Sovok says:
*OPS*: Getting it now... ::Heads back into his office and looks at his computer::

Host CO_Kerst says:
*CNS*: Operations to Alana, is everything alright?  What's going on down there?

Host CO_Kerst says:
TO: Get a security team to the Counselor’s office ASAP!

OPS_Spicer says:
CO: Chronoton activity is increasing again. Shielding holding, Sir.

OPS_Spicer says:
CO: The source of the chronotons appears to be this anomaly.

Host TO_Bailey says:
CO: Aye, Sir!  *Security*: Operations to security.  Send two security teams to the Counselor's office on the double.  Arrest whomever fired that phaser!

CTO_Rr`Vellan says:
*OPS* Site to site trrransporrrt of all unconscious lifeforms in the CNS' office to individual cells in the Brrrig. ::Pauses:: Please.

Host CO_Kerst says:
OPS/TO: Go to Red alert.  Have the San Carlo and any other Starfleet ship currently docked on a ready five alert for launch.

CNS_Alana says:
*CO*: Sir, Just a counseling session gone sour.  Everything is under control now.

Host ASM_Marek says:
ACTION: This "ameba" begins to adopt a more familiar shape, like a big starship, and slowly reduces its side.

Host TO_Bailey says:
<Security> *Bailey*: Acknowledged!

Host ASM_Marek says:
ACTION: Distance from the Station: 12 km.

OPS_Spicer says:
*CTO*: Acknowledged. ::Beams the unconscious lifeforms to the brig and notifies the brig watch officer of transport of prisoners::

Host TO_Bailey says:
ACTION: The security teams arrive at the CNS' office.  CTO: Who fired the phaser?

Host CO_Kerst says:
*CNS*: We recorded phaser fire, who was firing?

CNS_Alana says:
*CO*: It will be in my report to you shortly, Sir.

CTO_Rr`Vellan says:
Security team: That would be me. Everrrything is fine now. Not a big deal.

OPS_Spicer says:
CO: Sir, the anomaly is approximately 12 clicks from the station. It is changing form.... it appears to be a starship of some sort.

Host CO_Kerst says:
*CNS*: Understood. I'm glad you're alright. Operations out.

CNS_Alana says:
*CO*: CTO found it necessary to stun a few family members who became violent.

CEO_Masters says:
Engineers: I'm heading to Operations to see what's up.  ::Walks to a turbolift:: Computer: Operations.

Host TO_Bailey says:
<Security> CTO: I regret to inform you that we are under orders to put you under arrest for firing the phaser.  Please relinquish your phaser and come with us.

CTO_Rr`Vellan says:
Security team: Underrr orrrderrrs by whom exactly?

Host TO_Bailey says:
<Security> CTO: Lieutenant Bailey, Sir.

Host ASM_Marek says:
ACTION: The ship can be now clearly seen on the screen. But sensor still can't penetrate its shielding.

OPS_Spicer says:
CO: Still unable to penetrate their shielding with sensors, Sir.

CTO_Rr`Vellan says:
::Raises an eyebrow:: Sec team: Oh rrreally?

Host CO_Kerst says:
OPS: Well is it's a ship, let's see what they want. Hail it Mister Spicer.

CEO_Masters says:
::Exits turbolift onto Operations and takes engineering station::

CMO_Sovok says:
::Tries to make any sense of the data:: *OPS*: I'm sorry, Rick... this looks just like a normal bacteria of some sort…at least, as far as my initial examination goes::

Host TO_Bailey says:
<Security> CTO: Yes, Sir.  Now, please come with us to the Brig.

Host ASM_Marek says:
ACTION: There is no answer to the hails.

OPS_Spicer says:
COM: Ameba: This is the UFP station Kootenai.  Please identify yourself and state your purpose.

CNS_Alana says:
::Walks back into her office and looks at the mess::

Host CO_Kerst says:
*CTO*: Bao, we have a situation developing here, report to Operations.

CTO_Rr`Vellan says:
::Crosses her arms:: Sec team: I am the Chief tactical officerrr on boarrrd this station, you will belay Bailey's orrrderrrs.

OPS_Spicer says:
*CMO*: Thanks, Doc. It has taken the shape of a starship but none that I have ever seen.

Host TO_Bailey says:
ACTION: The CNS' office is a total wreck.  She will need new furniture and equipment.

CNS_Alana says:
::Stoops next to her red couch and sees it torn in many places::

CMO_Sovok says:
*OPS*: I'll keep looking at it.

CTO_Rr`Vellan says:
Security team: I'm needed in Operations. I will see you laterrr. ::Turns and walks off::

Host TO_Bailey says:
<Security> ::Look at each other then back at the CTO:: CTO: Aye, Sir.

Host ASM_Marek says:
ACTION: A massive concentration of chronoton particles begins to emerge from the ship's surrounding area, towards the station.

CEO_Masters says:
::Looks at the viewscreen::

CTO_Rr`Vellan says:
::Enters the turbolift:: *TO*: Bailey, a worrrd please.

OPS_Spicer says:
CO: Sir, no response from hails. More chronoton particles are emanating from the ship surrounding the station. ::Checks shielding:: Shields are holding but are down 12%.

CEO_Masters says:
CO: Increasing power to the shields.

Host CO_Kerst says:
OPS: Can you isolate the source of the chronoton particles?  Are they coming from the ship? IS it a weapon of some kind?

CNS_Alana says:
::Self:: I will just clean this up later!  ::Moves aside some of the broken junk, sits at table again::

Host TO_Bailey says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Pause Kootenai Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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